
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sea Scotland Conference 2021: 
Our Ocean and Society 

 

Meet Our Sponsors 
 

 

Marine Alliance for Science & Technology for Scotland (MASTS) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Marine Alliance for Science & Technology for Scotland (MASTS) is a consortium of Scottish organisations 
engaged in marine science research, decision makers and industry. With 17 partners across Scotland we strive 
to ensure collaborative and innovative marine research. MASTS enhances scientific excellence in marine 
research through communication, collaboration and co-ordination within the Scottish marine research 
community. Along with providing a culture of research innovation and cooperation across the marine science 
community and government in Scotland, MASTS also offers a novel training ground for marine scientists and 
policy makers of the future with its graduate school and PhD Programmes. With support from our partners, 
MASTS has enhanced Scotland as a world player in marine science through the delivery of scientific excellence 
in the field of marine science. 
 
 



University of Aberdeen- School of Biological Sciences 
 

Within the School of Biological Sciences, we pride ourselves on world-leading 
research, and research-led teaching. Our research addresses the fundamental 
biological consequences of environmental change. We are a thriving community 
of researchers and state-of-the-art facilities. 
 
We offer a range of undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes across 
Biological Sciences, and many choices within these programmes, allowing 
students to shape their study to suit their career aspirations. Our location in NE 
Scotland means we can offer unrivalled opportunities for field work and practical 
experience in our numerous field courses. Strong links with local research 
Institutes and with several overseas Institutions enables our undergraduate 
students to carry out research projects across the globe. Many of our graduates 
hold key positions in government research organisations, Universities, 
environmental organisations and the media. 

 
 
 
 

 

Nature Scot 
 

We are Scotland’s nature agency. We work to improve our natural environment in Scotland and inspire 
everyone to care more about it. So that all nature in Scotland – our key habitats and landscapes, all our green 
space and our native species – is maintained, enhanced and brings us benefits. It is the job of all of us to achieve 
a balance in the sensitive management of our natural world in order to maintain and enhance biodiversity. 
 
In relation to our coasts and seas, NatureScot’s work is wide ranging and includes advising on the designation 
and management of Marine Protected Areas, on marine planning and development, such as fisheries, offshore 
energy and aquaculture; and restoration of marine and coastal habitats. We also support coastal communities 
to connect with our waters through various initiatives, such as the Community-led Marine Biodiversity 
Monitoring Project which facilitates participation in marine monitoring and the Plunge In! Fund, which 
supported projects to engage people with our coasts, seas and freshwaters in celebration of the Year of Coasts 
and Waters. 

 
 

 



 

WWF 

 

WWF is the world’s leading independent conservation organisation. 
Our mission is to create a world where people and wildlife can thrive 
together.  
To achieve our mission, we're finding ways to help transform the 
future for the world’s seas; pushing for a reduction in carbon emissions 
that will avoid catastrophic climate change; and pressing for measures 
to help people live sustainably, within the means of our one planet. 
 

UK seas and coasts are amazing. They give a home to wildlife, provide us with food and even generate some 
of our energy. Our seas are some of the hardest working in Europe. As well as being home to an amazing range 
of wildlife and environments they also support many important industries. 
 
We might not always appreciate it, but we have a great variety of exciting sealife on our own doorstep – from 
dolphins, whales, sharks and seals to puffins, seahorses, and rare pink sea fans. And of course our seas are 
vital for people and livelihoods too – not just our essential fishing industry but tourism, shipping and the 
growing renewable energy sector. 
That’s why we’re working hard to tackle the threats facing our seas – join us and let's help protect our seas… 
 
www.wwfscotland.org.uk 
 

 

The University of Edinburgh 
 
 

The University of Edinburgh is a higher education institution with more than 
33,000 students. Opening its gates to students in 1583, and through the many 
achievements of its staff and students, the University has always presented 
cutting-edge research, inspirational teaching and innovative thinking as its 
central ethos, attracting some of the greatest minds from around the globe.  
 
The University offers a rich research experience, training ground and learning 

environment for people around the globe to innovate, collaborate, and develop skills needed to address the 
challenges facing our seas and oceans today. Issues around environmental and socioeconomic sustainability, 
equity and justice are at the forefront of our marine research and student experience through postgraduate 
degrees such as Marine Systems and Policies, Geographical Information Systems, Earth Observation, 
International Law, and Environment and Development. 
 
 Our researchers co-ordinate large international consortium marine projects on climate change, marine 
ecosystem assessments and ocean governance challenges, and our facilities offer state-of-the-art 
opportunities to observe and monitor marine ecosystems from the coastal zone to the deep sea and open 
ocean. The University is a member of the MASTS and SAGES consortia, and has official observer status in 
climate Conference of the Parties (COPs) and membership in the COP26 Universities Network. 
 
 

http://www.wwfscotland.org.uk/


 
LUC 

 
LUC is an award-winning environmental consultancy providing planning, impact assessment, landscape design, 
ecology and geospatial services to a wide range of public and private sector clients.  
 
With a track record spanning 55 years and a team of over 200 skilled professionals, we are united by a 
determination to achieve sustainable development on behalf of our clients. With the current climate 
emergency in mind, we ensure that all our work promotes climate change mitigation and resilience.  
 
We’re not afraid to get stuck into planning problems, design high quality development, resolve challenging 
sites or manage complex groups of stakeholders in order to make the best and most sustainable use of land 
for future generations. We undertake a wide range of marine and coastal project work, having completed 
coastal character assessments, seascape studies, surveys of coastal recreation and ecosystem service projects. 
 
Whether you’re a commercial developer, utility company, government agency or local authority, ours is a 
collaborative approach, which puts your goals at the heart of the process. We take the time to understand 
your aspirations and the challenges you face, then we create tailored solutions that meet your needs and 
deliver the greatest value for your projects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fairlie Coastal Trust 
 
 

Fairlie, on the North Ayrshire coast, sits on the eastern shore of the Firth of 
Clyde and looks across to the Isle of Arran and the Cumbraes.  To the South 
lie the Portencross coast SSSi and the Hunterston SSSi sites – valuable feeding 
grounds for seabirds and waders. 
 
The Fairlie Coastal Trust was established in 2017 to help protect and promote 
the beautiful coastline and bay. The group have four key themes which they 
aim to focus on developing over time. These are Environment, Community, 
Activity and Heritage. 
 

 
Visit the website            
Visit the facebook page 
 

 
 

http://www.fairliecoastal.org/
https://www.facebook.com/fairliecoastal/


 

ScottishPower Renewables 

 
ScottishPower Renewables is part of the ScottishPower group of companies operating in the UK under the 
Iberdrola Group, one of the world’s largest integrated utility companies and a world leader in wind energy.   
 
ScottishPower Renewables is at the forefront of the development of the renewables industry through 
pioneering ideas, forward thinking and outstanding innovation.  Its ambitious growth plans include expansion 
of its existing onshore wind portfolio, investment in new large scale solar deployment and innovative grid 
storage systems including batteries. The company is also delivering the Iberdrola Group’s offshore windfarms 
in the Southern North Sea off East Anglia. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


